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COMMUNITY SERVICE
at Mahatma Gandhi International School, Ahmedabad

	 s e r v i c e
c o m m u n i t y 

creating ambassadors of change
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International Solid Waste Video Award 2013
gives international prize to social awareness
video made by Makalp Patel, Grade 9
com m uni t y wor k with m u n ic ipal authori ti es
his project was an AMC
initiated project done in
collaboration with MGIS.
Shri. Guruprasad
Mohapatra (IAS) the Municipal
Commissioner, Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation (AMC)
invited Ms. Anju Musafir and Dr.
Pascal Chazot, founders of Mahatma
Gandhi International School
(MGIS), Ahmedabad to participate
in the International Solid Waste
Association (ISWA) Video Award
2013 as oﬃcial entries from AMC.
The theme of the competition was
waste. The AMC put us in touch
with Shri. Prashant Pandya, Dy.
Director, Solid Waste Management
Department, AMC. His department
made the oﬃcial AMC-MGIS entries
of this project in the competition,
gave authentic data about waste
management and AMC initiatives to
the students and also gave feedback

T

during the premiere of the ads. This
project was a wonderful learning
opportunity for MGIS students and
was a meaningful and engaging
collaboration between AMC and
MGIS. Students from Grade 9 and
10 participated in this project, Minoo
Joshi and Ravinder Kaur, their class
teachers made it possible for the two
classes to participate. Students
worked on the project under the
guidance of Lissa Chazot along with
Isha Javeri and Alisha Attarwala, and
excellent support from Reema Shah,
Kanisha Modi, Ajab Primuswala,
Gurmeet Kaur & Gaurav Monga.
Students covered one cycle of IBDP
Technology and Arts and fulfilled 30
hours of Community and Service
with Joona Sheel. The BTEC
students also fulfilled their course
requirements under the guidance of
Meenakshi Ganeriwala, Kanisha
Modi and Chandrika Makwana.
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Distributing Toys to
underprivileged
children
In Ahmedabad and Mumbai
IBDP CAS Students collected toys
from diﬀerent parts of the city,
cleaned and sorted the toys and
distributed them to children living on
the streets of Ahmedabad and in the
slums of Mumbai. This eﬀort was
spearheaded by Kenny, Heeara and
Kaushal from Grade 11 who recruited
students from Grade 7-11 to collect
toys from diﬀerent areas of the city.
Many classmates joined in to sort,
clean and distribute the toys: Himag,
Kaushal, Sachi, Vansh, Vivek.

Sharing about
Gandhiji
Using Multimedia
Srushti, Tejasvi, Tanisha, Makalp,
Maitrak, Sahil, Umar, Mahek and
Chaitali planned, organised and
executed activities related to creating
awareness about Gandhiji to under
privileged children on Gandhi Jayanti.

Keep a Child Warm
this winter
Warm Clothes Distribution
Drive in Ahmedabad
The Ahmedabad Winters have been
very harsh so students of Grade 11
collected sweaters and warm
clothing and also went shopping for
aﬀordable sweaters. They distributed
them to children living on the streets
and to the MGIS underprivileged
students studying on campus.
Madhoor from Grade 11 coordinated
this eﬀort with her classmates.

S nap sh ot s o f com m u n ity ser vic e a c t i v i t i e s
Sharing Gandhiji’s teachings to
underprivileged students
Anju Musafir and Sarvodaya
International Trust invited students of
Grade 8 to conduct a workshop about
Mahatma Gandhi at Darpana Academy
on Gandhi Jayanti. They planned
interesting activities: recording on the
iPad about Gandhiji, learning his
favorite prayers and sharing facts of his
life, showing a small movie on slide
projector about his life journey followed
by a small quiz round, and face painting
by drawing symbols related to Gandhi’s
life. Students from Apang Manav
Mandal and various municipal schools of
Ahmedabad, were actively part of the
event. BTEC students were filming and
learning with Paco Wiser, an award
winning Cinematographer.

Reading to the Blind
@ Blind People’s Association

Paco Wiser capturing this moment for posterity

Grade 8 and BTEC students come together to
share about Gandhiji in Gujarati

Creating Calendars to fund raise
for an orphanage

Receipt of financial contribution made to an
orphanage in Mumbai from funds raised by selling
their calendars

Grade 5
with
Mr. Ojha
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Students of Grade 5 (2012-2013)
planned an experiential project to
make something and earn money by
selling it. They made a calendar by first
learning Indian folk art styles, and used
them in animal designs, and marketed
it to raise money to help endangered
animals. They made a significant
contribution to Baba Amte’s animal
orphanage in Maharashtra, gave
resource material to a school ‘Lokshala
in Sembalpani’ (on the Gujarat/
Rajasthan border), and lastly,
contributed to a well-wisher who feeds
stray dogs in our city. This was so
successful that this project was
continued this year too.

- Text by Anita Shah

Grade 5 contributes to society through a genuine
eﬀort that breathes Creativity: Their Calendars&

Anita maam with
her grade 5
students.
Posing with the
gift they
purchased from
funds they
raised.

Students collaborated with BPA to
record stories for their audio book
library that is distributed across
India and shared as an e-magazine.
This eﬀort was led by Mahek from
Grade 8 (now in Grade 9) with her
classmates Kahini, Srushti, Nitika
and Danisha. The head of the library
of BPA came to MGIS to interact
with the students and explain the
need for audio books for the blind
and the guidelines to keep in mind
while doing so. Tina Parekh, a
volunteer coordinated between BPA
and MGIS. The students received
positive feedback from listeners
across India!
“Hi Lissa, Hope u r doing good...I
got many calls regarding the story
recorded by the students,
everyone loved it...I am
forwarding one mail which I recd
today.... u can forward it to the
students. Tina”
“Dear editor Madam,
I am a regular listener of the
magazine “Listeners' Club”. I am
a teacher of English at the Botad
Government High School, Botad
in Bhavnagar district. In the latest
issue of the magazine, you have
given us a very pleasant surprise.
My joy knew no bounds when I
listened to the podcast prepared
by the class VIII students of the
MGIS School. It was a wellprepared podcast which needed a
lot of hard work. Judging by the
quality of the item, I can safely
assume that not only the students
but also the teachers of the
school sweated buckets. It was a
gesture of goodwill of the intire
institute to us--the blind listener
community. Please convey my
deep gratitude to all of them. I
also thank you for inspiring them
to contribute to the magazine.
Hoping for more pleasant
surprises in future.
Yours sincerely,
Ashikali Hirani”

BTEC, the vocational center housed in MGIS
produces social awareness films every year

I

am not guilty, a film by
BTEC students in Creative
Media Production at
Mahatma Gandhi International
School, Ahmedabad (India) opens
with a visually poignant scene of a
woman walking out of the shadows
towards the camera. The film talks
about personal narratives of sexual
harassment and molestation within
the Indian societal realities. &
The female protagonist in the film
paints black paint on her face. This
visual is intercut with interviews of
Ahmedabad based people sharing
their stories of sexual harassment.
After having told their stories to the
world, sharing the feeling of a sense
of catharsis, the female protagonist
washes oﬀ the paint from her face.
This visual of a blackened face is a
very powerful metaphor of the
disgrace, the shame and dishonour a
woman faces after being subjected
to molestation or rape. An Indian
woman is astutely aware that such
an incident has repurcussions for
her family, immediate and extended.
She hence not only experiences
physial trauma but also emotional
and psychological trauma, social
stigma and legal harassment. There
is a saying - "muh kala ho gaya"
literally meaning the face is

A film to create awareness about the social issue of sexual abuse and harassment in
Indian society. BTEC students were guided by Chinar Shah and Meenakshi Ganeriwala.

blackened, implying that the person
is dishonoured. In the film, this
phrase is visualy represented and
the aggresivity of it is represented
for the viewers to rethink and
rehash a discussion on the
emotional scars such a value holds
in a woman's life.This short student
film conceptualized by full
scholarship students of our course

raps on this deeply embedded social
concern that confronts our country.
Nirbhaya's gangrape in Delhi has
mobilised the people of our country
and made us realise it is time to take
socially responsible action. This film
is a clarion call for action.&

Living by the dumpster, breathing in illnesses and being the subject
of dis-ease in society. Students make a film to capture their story...
Concept Note by BTEC Students Mahek Kacheria and Sahil Sen: Ahmedabad, one of the fastest
developing cosmopolitan cities of India also has one of the biggest dump yards of the country. The Narol
dump site is spread over 84 hectares and has been in operation since 1980. It receives 2,300 metric tons of
solid municipal waste per day. Now this waste has turned into huge mountains. This site from afar looks like
a hill station, go closer to the mountains and you realise that it is in fact a dump yard. The dump yard is not
isolated from the urban scenario- there is a huge population living around the dump yard. &
One of our staﬀ members lives near the Narol dump yard
so this subject resonated even more with the student’s sensibilities. &

The film ‘Breathe’ talks about the condition of
people living in the vicinity of the dump yard."

!

- Film Review by Lissa Chazot

Teaching English to children on the streets of
Ahmedabad

E

very year during the
student exchange program,
the international students
from Lysée St Germain en Laye,
France accompanied by MGIS
students and IBDP CAS Adviser
Reema Shah, go to teach municipal
school students aged 5-16 years old
on the streets. &
Not on the streets per say, but
literally on the streets. Children
gather on the wooden benches
lining the narrow footpath to study
as they strive for a better future.
The makeshift arrangement with
blackboards almost give you the
feeling of being in a classroom till
the loud din of traﬃc reminds you
that you are on the road. &

This initiative has been successfully
going on since four years. It was
spearheaded by Terry Hershey from
Lycée St Germain en Laye with
MGIS Senior Faculty: IBMYP
Coordinator Minoo Joshi and IBDP
Coordinator Ravinder Kaur along
with IBDP CAS Adviser Reema
Shah. This year the activities done

The French Exchange students and MGIS students come together to teach aspiring
children English. Since there is a language barrier for the exchange students usually the
sessions are part Gujarati and part English.
- Photo by Reema

with the students were particularly
endearing. Catherine from the
French school prepared sheets of
paper titled ‘My Life Blog’ and with
the students encouraged them to
visualise their future and write/draw
about themselves, chart out their

dreams and simply assert their
being. &
Since 2010, the visiting French
students have also started a microcredit programme in Johapura, one
of the biggest slums of the city. &

Photo by Terry

A wonderfully simple
initiative. A wonderfully
uplifting experience
with children athirst for
education.

!

View of the Street Kids ‘school’ from the
other side of the road. Benches and green
boards line the footpath.

Press Coverage about the activity. Teaching
English to motivated municipal students
studying on benches on the streets of
Ahmedabad.

Student from the Street Kids initiative
sharing her work done by Lycée St
Germain en Laye students from Paris and
MGIS students.

Creating Voter Awareness Among the Youth
prior to the elections in Gujarat
The Gujarat Government was in the process of preparing for the Legislative Assembly
Elections for the State of Gujarat in 2012. It was their mandate to take up voter’s education
through various means in the State under the aegis of SVEEP or Systematic Voters Education
for Electoral Participation. In this context the first batch of the MGIS BTEC (Business in
Technical Education Council) in Creative Media and Production students took up the project of
creating 30-60 seconds advertisements. These were screened on local cable television and
reshot for national television, Doordarshan. This project was spearheaded by Anju Musafir,
Meenakshi Ganeriwala, Lissa Chazot, Paco Wiser, Isha Javeri, Neha Solanki, Chandrika
Makwana & Kanisha Modi under the overall guidance of Smt. Anita Karwal, IAS, the Chief
Election Officer of Gujarat. It was a meaningful vocational project which won many awards.

M

GIS students
participate in ‘Young
Voter Fest' to create
awareness about voting among
the youth of India.
MGIS students participated in the
competition held under the aegis of
the Election Commission of Gujarat
for generating youth participation
in democracy in the country. These
competitions are held every year
under the banner of ‘Young Voters
festival’. This was the second year
this initiative was successfully
launched across schools and colleges
in Gujarat. &
Students from grade 8-12
participated in all the categories:
Flash Mob, Poster Making, Jingles
and Video Making.
Srushti and Tejasvi’s poster
won the third prize! Cheers!

We have been studying about
D esi g ni ng t he s ank al p p atr a ( S V E E P )
and living Democracy first hand,
સ%ક'પ
we have drafted our own
Constitution using principles of
Direct Democracy for daily class
સ%ક'પ
આ કોર, [લી કોર, ચા] કોર !
functioning so when the Election
વોટ અ^ક કરવાનો શોર
Commission of Gujarat required
સ4ક5પ
a design for the Sankalp Patra to
educate and promote voting
among 60 lakh parents of
primary school students, it was
the logical extension of our
ના કોઈના ‘Vભાવ’ મ5 આપો,
ના કોઈ ‘અભાવ’ મ5 આપો:
module and a priceless
મત તો આપણો C બસ…
સર કટા સકQ હS Tકીન સર ઝ(કા સકK નહી, !
આપના ‘Uવ-ભાવ’ થી આપો.
opportunity for us. Thank you
મતદાન કી અાઝાદી કો હરગીઝ હમ મીટા સકQ નહી.
Smt. Anita Karwal and Shri. Lalit
Approved Design 2: Kuldeep Chauhan,
Approved Design 1: Kuldeep Chauhan,
Padalia.&
Mihir Kanani, Aashini Shah, Radhey
Radhey Ruparel, Bilal Mansuri, Soham
િવદયારથી સહી______________

શાળાZ% નામ ___________________________

નામ ______________________

તા[કો ______________________________

ધોરણ ______________________!

અ" સૌ સ%ક'પ કરીએ છીએ - અ" આગામી 2%ટણીમ5 અવ7ય મતદાન કરીશ=%.
અમારા!ઘરમ5 ક=લ_______મતદાર ન@ધાBલ C, અમારા મતના અિધકાર નો
અ" કોઇપણ Gતના દબાણ, લોભ - લાલય િવના ઉપયોગ કરીK અાપણા

અમારા!ઘરમ& ક(લ_______મતદાર ન-ધા/લ 0, અ1 સૌ

લોકત%LK MNઢ કરવામા યોગદાન અાપીશ%ૂ.

સ4ક5પ કરીએ છીએ :, અ1 આગામી =4ટણીમ& અવAય મતદાન કરીશ(4. અમારા

મતના અિધકાર નો અ1 કોઇપણ Gતના દબાણ, લોભ : લાલય િવના ઉપયોગ

િવધાથXની!સહી _________________

વાલીની સહી _________________

નામ ___________________

નામ ____________________

ધોરણ ___________________

ગામ ____________________

કરીK અાપણા લોકત4LK MNઢ કરવામા યોગદાન અાપીશ4ૂ.

વાલીની સહી _____________________
નામ ______________________

મહાRમા ગ5ધી ઈTટરKશનલ Uક=લ

શાળા`4 નામ ____________________________
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Grade 8 Students and their
class teacher, Lissa Chazot

Nanavati, Saumya Nanavati, Tathya
Trivedi, Aashini Shah, Jugal Vagadiya,
Meet Purohit.

તાaકો _____________________________

Ruparel, Jugal Vaghadiya, Om Patel,
Meet Purohit.

Note: Special Thanks to Radhey Ruparel and Mihir Kanani. In the first round of designing we had student participation from Grade 6-10.

મહાWમા ગ&ધી ઈYટરKશનલ Zક(લ

ગામ ______________________
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We wanted to bring a smile on their face, it
brought a smile on ours too...
istributing toys to
underprivileged
children in Ahmedabad
and Mumbai &

D

IBDP CAS Students collected toys

from diﬀerent parts of the city,
cleaned, sorted and distributed
them to children living on the
streets of Ahmedabad and in the
slums of Mumbai. &
This eﬀort was spearheaded by
Kenny, Heeara and Kaushal from &

Grade 11 who recruited students
from Grade 7-11 to collect toys from
diﬀerent areas of the city. Many
classmates joined in the eﬀort:
Himag, Kaushal, Sachi, Vansh,
Vivek, Tiash, Vansh and Hassan. A
big thank you to Mahindrabhai for
driving us around the city.

One lot of the toys have been
kept aside for highly deserving
students hailing from diﬀerent
parts of India aspiring to a
better future through education.
The NGO based in Dehradun,
Pestollozi, will receive the toys
when full scholarship MGIS
students (getting top grades in
DP at MGIS!) go back to
Dehradun for the holidays.
Looking forward to hearing
about their reactions!

Our Community Service work has
already reached Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Uttarakhand and will
next reach the capital city of New
Delhi. We have recently done a tie
up with the Ahmedabad based
NGO Swayam to teach English and
Math to children living in Gulbhai
Tekra basti.

The MGIS initiative to distribute
toys reached the slums of Mumbai
through the NGO run by Mr. Pierre
Pean. The work done by students
of IBDP CAS students of DP 1 was
mentioned two times in their
newsletter which was circulated
to its readers spread across the
world.

d is t r i b ut in g t o y s a n d j o y
To the young,
full scholarship students
studying at MGIS

This project essentially
aimed to provide toys to
socioeconomically
underprivileged children.
The sorting and cleaning of
the toys brought out the
child in us. &
Vivek Prajapati
IBDP CAS Student, DP 1

On streets of
Ahmedabad

Project leaders: Kenny and Heeara,
CAS Students from DP 1

Save the Bird Rally: MGIS Students join
hands with Forest Dept to create awareness

T

he students of Mahatma
Gandhi International
School (MGIS) have been
organizing Have a Safe
Uttarayan Rally every year but
the one in 2011 was grand.&
Children from KG to Grade 12 were
in colorful costumes and makeup.
There were two skits at Mithakali
Gam presented by Grade 11 and 12
Theatre Students, an installation

performance at Law Garden as well
as a life size game made by grade 5
to engage the onlookers in a playful
dialogue. There was a sea of Posters
and banners with slogans written in
English, Hindi and Gujarati by
students from Grade 3 to 10. We
also had wall paintings with
messages and slogans by Grade 7 to
10. A forest dept truck with life size
posters and enthusiastic primary
students waved at onlookers.&

MGIS was supported in its eﬀorts
by the Forest Department, Gujarat. &

Students in the higher classes
reached out with this message to
several schools including Municipal
School Number 2, 6, 7, 10 & 17, A.G
School, Nelson International
School, Tulip School and C.N
Vidhyalay. All MGIS teachers came

Bea t in g t h e c ol d , C A S St ud e nt s d i s t r i b ut e s w e at e r s

Grade 7 students did a unique project, done for the
first time in MGIS. The students set up cooperatives
to do various activities benefiting the society while
learning concepts in various subjects, improving upon
their IB learner profiles and addressing the areas of
interactions. &
They organised a Sports day for the students
of standards 1 to 5 with the focus on spreading the
message of being healthy and doing regular exercises.
They, in their own way, wanted to evoke healthy
competition between students leading to interest
towards sports. &

!

The other major community service that they are
currently doing is growing plants which they would be
selling at very low prices to the school students and
the money collected will be used to buy articles of use
for the underprivileged children. Also, the plants
which will not be sold will be planted in waste land for
making the environment green.&

!

Joona Sheel
Class Teacher, Grade 7

Note: Special Thanks to Bernard Diouf for leading the way in planning
and organising the Sports Day with the students. Thank you Decathlon.

a uni qu e c on tr i b ut i on

Col laborativel y working
towards change through &
‘co-operative’ effor ts

Inculcating the spirit of Community Service
across diﬀerent age groups

T

he spirit of Community
Service needs to learnt from
an early age so that it
becomes an intrinsic part of the
students personality as they grow up
and makes them perceive the world
from a humanistic perspective.
After all, we have to make the world
a better place...so lets do it together!&

!
Kinder Garten Students dug and
prepared a part of the school garden
in a bid to beautify the school, learn
about gardening, develop fine and
gross motor skills and learn about
the environment through a hands
on initiative. Teachers Fara K. and
Keertana Stephen planned and
executed this wonderful initiative
with great support from Bharat
Paradia.&

Grade 6 students worked in the
café and helped run it for 3 months.
They worked closely with the Café
staﬀ, Pushpaben and Cafe in charge
Reema Shah as part of their café
project. They interacted with
students from the community. The
students maintained a record of
daily sales and supplies (inflow and
outflow of stock) and sold Amul
products and therefore maintained
an inventory. Extensions from the
data collected were followed up in
class and analysed with their
teacher, Komal Modi and their class
teacher, Isha Javeri.&
Text by Isha Javeri

Grade 7 and 8 students
individually ran an initiative of
‘Each One Teach One’ and ‘Do
Good Deeds during Diwali and
Share the Happiness’&

Grade 7 students taught the sport
they learnt during the academic year
2011-2012, Basket ball, to the socioeconomically underprivileged
students of Grade 1 at MGIS.
Through planned interactive
sessions, they gave individual
attention to the children and hands
on experience of diﬀerent skills
required to become a good
basketball player.&

to walk the dark lanes of Mithakali
village after hours until she learnt
martial arts. So empowered did she
feel that she decided that it was
time to share this skill with others
in her neighbourhood who faced
similar fears. She conducted martial
arts classes for girls and her classes
became so popular that many boys
also joined in. Monica is a shining
example of grit, determination and
self belief in the field of martial arts.
Today she walks the streets near her
house and many of the girls she has
trained have followed suit. An
inspiring story! &

!
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Grade 10 student, Falguni Odd
has been teaching dance to
municipal school students near our
school. Her initiative has been
extremely successful in bringing the
students together for a dance
choreography she has planned. &

!

Grade 10 students created
lighting solutions to illuminate
select dark areas in school under the
guidance of their teacher, Isha Javeri
and their class teacher, Minoo Joshi.
They identified the preferences of
the school community through a
survey and designed products that
were suitable for the environment
and usable in school. &

!
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Text by Isha Javeri

Grade 10 students take on
Community Service based
Personal Projects Every year,
Minoo Joshi, MYP Coordinator and
Grade 10 class teacher, mentors
students with innovative ideas for
Personal Projects. We have had
many students who have taken on
projects that give back to society.
The beautiful story here is that
many of our full scholarship prefer
to opt for such projects. Take for
instance the case of Monica Joshi
who struggled with self confidence

Grade 10 student, Chaitali
Makwana individually ran a
fruitful English teaching class for
house wives who saw their children
learn English in our school and
aspired to learn the language
themselves. Chaitali’s classes
became the talk of the community
and saw women and children
pouring in for English language
classes.&

Grade 11 students Aamer, Shaan
and Zaid worked in the resource
mobilsation wing at Blind People’s
Association. They installed
donation boxes, drafted letters and
liaised with several Corporate
Oﬃces to raise funds. The funds
collected will play a major role in
developing better amenities for the
blind.

A document created collaboratively by Lissa Chazot, Reema Shah and Burhan Chataiwala.

